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Summary

A preliminary CFD trim optimisation study is performed for a car carrier for two load conditions. The goal

is to investigate the following:

• Possible savings for this type of ship,

• Causes to why the power requirements are lower or higher for certain trims, verify that the reasons

are physically plausible.

In addition, the results are verified by comparing one of the simulations to sea trials. All simulations are

conducted in full scale.
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Nomenclature

Symbols:

Lpp Length between perpendiculars

Loa Length over all

B Maximum breadth

D Total vessel height

Ti Draft for the i-th load condition

mi Displacement for the i-th load condition

LCGi Longitudinal centre of gravity for the i-th load condition

V j Speed in knots of the j-th speed condition

Fr j Froude number for the j-th speed

Ft Total resistance

Fp Pressure resistance

Fv Viscous resistance

Ct Total resistance coefficient

Cp Pressure resistance coefficient

Cv Viscous resistance coefficient

S Wetted surface during sailing

z Dynamic sinkage relative to hydrostatic condition. Positive denotes upward displacement

φ Dynamic trim angle, positive denotes bow down trim
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1. Hull specifications

The ship selected for this study is a Car Carrier built by a Croatian shipyard. The ship is selected due to

availability of sea trial results, and since it sails in relatively high Froude numbers significant savings can

be expected.

Figure 1 shows the side view of the car carrier. Table 1 shows the main particulars of the car carrier,

while Table 2 shows characteristics of the load condition considered in this study (draft, displacement, LCG

and speeds and trims).

Figure 1: Side view of the car carrier ship.

Table 1: Car carrier particulars.

Item Value Unit
Lpp 188.7 m
Loa 198 m
B 32.26 m
D 33 m
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Table 2: Load condition characteristics, tested speeds and trims.

T1 8.0 m
m1 28768.8356 t
V1 11.25 kt
V2 16.12 kt
V3 18.0 kt
V4 21.25 kt
Fr1 0.135
Fr2 0.193
Fr3 0.215
Fr4 0.254
Trim 1 -2.0 m
Trim 2 -1.5 m
Trim 3 -1.0 m
Trim 4 -0.5 m
Trim 5 0.0 m
Trim 6 0.5 m
Trim 7 1.0 m
Trim 8 1.5 m
Trim 9 2.0 m

2. Trim optimisation results

The results are represented in a form of heat–maps that enable quick and easy overview of data for all

combinations of trims and speeds. The heat-maps are generated automatically for each one of the following

items:

1. Fuel savings in percentages of the power needed for the given speed at even keel (trim = 0),

2. Fuel savings in tons per day,

3. Carbon dioxide emission reduction in tons per day,

4. Dynamic sinkage in metres,

5. Dynamic trim in metres (positive = bow up),

6. Hull resistance in kN (equal to propeller thrust),

7. Power delivered to the propellers in kW,

From the figures below it can be seen that the ship generally requires less power when trimmed bow

down. The reduction in power requirement is in some cases quite large. Looking at the graph with resistance

values it is obvious that the power reduction comes primarily from reducing the resistance of the hull.
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3. Comparison with sea trials

The sea trials for this ship are conducted on a ballast load condition at 80 % MCR, at which the ship

sailed at 21.25 kt. In order to validate the above results, the results for this condition obtained from the

simulations is compared to the sea trial data. Table 3 shows the comparison of required engine power

measured at the sea trials and calculated with the Naval Hydro pack at 21.25 kt speed. The difference in

power is 214 kW which is 1.9%.

Table 3: Comparison to sea trial data.

Item Sea Trial Naval Hydro Pack
V , kt 21.25 21.25
P, kW 11 376 11 590

4. Result analysis and discussion

Here a more detailed analysis of results is given. Figure 2 shows the surface elevation for some of the

cases in this study. The wave system generated by the ship gives some explanation to the lower/higher

power consumption. They also give a insight into the geometry of the free surface at the flat stern.

Figure 3 shows the perspective view of the flow at the stern and at the bow at several speed/trim combi-

nations. It can be concluded from these pictures that the submerged stern increases the resistance and leads
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to higher power consumption. For speed of 11.25 kt it seems that the increase in resistance has two main

sources as the trim increases towards the aft: emergence of the bulb which leads to a larger wave system,

and submergence of the stern. This could explain why the difference in power between trim of -2 and 2

metres is so large for this particular speed. When the ship is sailing at 21.25 kt, the bow–generated wave

system is worse at negative trims (see Figure 3 for V = 21 kt, trim = -2), however it seems that the gain

obtained by emerging the flat stern exceeds the loss due to a larger wave system at the bow, resulting in

lower overall power demand. In fact, looking at Figure 2 for V = 21 kt, it is obvious that the wave system

gets smaller as the ship gets trimmed further aft, however the stern wave increases, indicating the adverse

influence of the submerged flat stern.

Figure 2: The wave field generated by the ship at different conditions.
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Figure 3: Perspective view of the flow at different conditions.
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